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Abstract: In current study, two major aims were considered including investigation of the application of distributed ModClark 
model in flood hydrograph simulation and determination of Flood Source Area (FSA) in distributed and sub-
watersheds condition in the Khanmirza watershed, Iran. Toward this attempt, at first, inputs of the model were 
extracted by ArcGIS 9.3 and then model was calibrated and validated. In next step, in order to determine FSA for cell 
units and sub-watersheds, by applying unit flood reaction method, at first, design rainfall with return periods of 25, 
50, and 100 years at the Aloni station were extracted and then influence of each cell and sub-watershed on the output 
hydrograph in the outlet of the watershed were obtained. The results of model based on comparison between equal-
width discharges show that at validation step, the model simulated the flood hydrograph with high precision with root 
mean square error, efficiency coefficient, and R2 of 1.53, 0.89, and 0.74, respectively. Also, according to the results of 
the current study, based on the flood volume relative error, peak discharge, base time, and time to peak, ModClark 
model had lower error in predicting the flood volume and peak discharge. The final results showed that FSA increases 
in sub-watersheds from downstream to upstream, while it doesn’t follow any distribution in cell units. Also, the 
statistically significant positive linear correlation was found between FSA and Curve Number (CN) values of each 
cell. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Flood is a sudden happening, quick and destructive event that causes annually death and 
financial sensible and insensible damages in different parts of the world and Iran. Usually, flood 
management can be done through four stages: prediction, preparation, prevention and damage 
assessment (Konadu and Fosu 2009). The rainfall–runoff response is strongly dependent on soil, 
vegetation and topographic characteristics of the watershed (Miller et al. 2002). Although flood 
hazard (or risk) reduction attacks the flood problem at the source by seeking to prevent large flow 
downstream (Smith and Ward 1998), the key to the success of these efforts is to identify and 
prioritize headwater areas with respect to flood generation at the outlet (Saghafian and Khosroshahi 
2005). Identification of the FSA and its cumulative contribution at the basin’s outlet has been 
carried out using the hydrological models (Saghafian and Khosroshahi 2005; Roughani et al. 2007; 
Saghafian et al. 2010). Saghafian and Khosroshahi (2005) proposed the “Unit Flood Response” 
approach to identify and quantitatively prioritize FSA required for flood control planning. The 
approach was originally applied in a semi-distributed manner so that a subwatershed map of flood 
index could be obtained. However, a fully distributed approach was only realized without actual 
implementation. A number of studies have attempted to calibrate and apply the distributed 
hydrologic models (Braud et al. 1998; Ajami et al. 2004; Knebl et al. 2005; Ghavidelfar et al. 
2011). Many studies have been carried out on the impact of landuse change on the flood peak at the 
watershed’s outlet using HEC-HMS model (Wan and Yang 2007; Saghafian et al. 2006; Ali et al. 
2011; Sanyal et al. 2014). 

The aim of current study is: (1) to identify and quantitatively prioritize FSA for cell units and 
sub-watersheds, by applying unit flood response method, and (2) to investigate the relationship 
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between landuse, hydrologic soil groups and slope percent with FSA classes. The results of this 
study have direct implications for flood management practices that are undertaken to reduce the 
peak inflow to reservoirs during storm events.  

2. STUDY AREA 

The study area is located in the southeast of Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari Province, Iran. The 
application site lies between the latitudes 31° 22′ 24″ N to 31° 37′ 30″ N, and the longitudes 50° 55′ 
00″ E to 51° 18′ 03″ E with 391.16 km2 in area (Fig. 1). The topographical elevation of the study 
area varies between 1,729 and 2,955 m above sea level (a.s.l.) with average elevation of 2,342 m 
a.s.l. The watershed comprises of five tributary subwatersheds and two intermediate subwatersheds. 
The watershed is governed by the dry and warm Mediterranean climate, mainly covered by 
agricultural areas in the mid and downstream, forest and rangeland in the upstream areas, and it has 
heavy soils. The watershed is equipped with Zarinderakht hydrometric station at the main outlet (
Sadeghi and Mizuyama 2007). 

For the digital elevation model (DEM) creation, 1:25,000 topographic maps were digitized in 
ArcGIS 9.3. The contour interval of the elevation map was 10 m. DEM was generated by contour 
interpolation on a 25 m cell size. The physiographic characteristics of all subwatersheds are 
summarized in Table 1.  

 
Table 1. Physiographic characteristics of the Khanmirza sub watersheds 

Subwatershed  Area (km2) Area (%)  Slope  (%)  Mean Elevation (m) Distance from outlet (km) 
1 60.66 15.60 8.34 2071 0 
2 38.84 9.99 5.37 2109 6.47 
3 74.52 19.17 3.39 2042 16.40 
4 55.49 14.27 10.19 1965 16.60 
5 83.12 21.38 2.76 2030 16.60 
6 46.85 12.05 1.11 1921 6.47 
7 32.12 8.26 7.67 2135 6.47 

 
Available maps of land use and hydrologic soil groups were also imported into the GIS. About 

40% of the watershed area consists of class B, 31% of the watershed area consists of class C and 
29% consists of class D soil groups. The major land use type of the study area consists of 
agriculture and covers almost 43.12 % of it.  

In Khanmirza region, a strong correlation was found between precipitation and elevation. So, 
this relationship can be used further to assess the design rainfall. Mean annual precipitation data 
(some 30-year period) that collected from inside and outside stations of Khanmirza watershed were 
also used. 

3.METHODOLOGY 

3.1 ModClark model 

In this study, ModClark model was selected to translate the excess precipitation of the 
watershed. This model is a linear, quasi-distributed transform method that is based on the Clark 
conceptual unit hydrograph. ModClark model eliminates time-area curve and instead uses a 
separate travel time index for each grid cell (Feldman 2000). The travel time distribution follows 
from this relationship (Kull and Feldman 1998):  

max

cell
ccell l
l

Tt =  (1) 
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where, tc is the time of concentration for the watershed, time of concentration was computed by 
using the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) equation (USDA SCS 1972), lcell is the 
travel distance from the cell to the outlet, and lmax is the travel distance from the cell furthest to the 
outlet. 

Excess rainfall of each grid cell is accomplished using the NRCS method (USDA SCS 1972), 
then this excess rainfall lagged based on the travel time to the outlet. Travel time is calculated for 
each grid cells and scaled to overall watershed time of concentration, then the lagged runoff from 
each grid cell is routed through the linear reservoir using Eq. (2) to take account of the effects of 
watershed storage. It is a linear, quasi-distributed transform method based on the Clark conceptual 
unit hydrograph. Storage coefficient R is estimated as the discharge at the inflection point on the 
recession limb of the hydrograph divided by the slope at the inflection point (Viessman et al. 1972). 

O(t) = CaI = CbO(t – 1)  (2) 

where, Ca=∆t /R+0.5∆t; Cb=1−Ca; O(t)=ordinate of an Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph (IUH) at 
time t; I=ordinate of translation hydrograph for interval t−1 to t; R=storage coefficient for linear 
reservoir; and t=time interval for which the IUH is defined. 

 

 

Figure 1. Map of subwatersheds boundary, stream network and location of hydrometric station of the study area  
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Flood hydrographs recorded at Zarinderakht hydrometric station and the corresponding rainfall 
events measured at some 5 rain gauge stations inside and outside of the Khanmirza watershed were 
accumulated in order to calibrate and validate the model. The ModClark model was calibrated and 
validated with eight events. Of the eight selected events, five events were used for calibration and 
three for validation. Model parameters (time of concentration, uniform initial abstraction and 
storage coefficient) were calibrated based on the first data group with percent error in peak 
discharge as the criteria and then validated against the second data group, and the agreement 
between observations and, finally forecasted flood was evaluated based on relative error (RE), root 
mean square error (RMSE) and Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency criteria (CE). 

The effect of each square cell (unit) and subwatershed on the flood peak discharge at the outlet 
(priority determination of FSA) and the relationship between landuse, hydrologic soil groups and 
slope percent with FSA classes in the surface of the Khanmirza watershed used the “unit flood 
response” approach. The unit flood response approach can be used to standardise the contributions 
of subwatersheds and cell unites to the peak flow and determined FSA (Saghafian and Khosroshahi 
2005; Saghafian et al. 2010). The unit flood response approach ranks each subcatchment and square 
cell (unit) on the basis of their contribution to the flood generation at downstream areas of the 
watershed and is expressed as: 

i

i
i A

Qf Δ
=    (3) 

where, f (m3 s−1 km−2) is unit area flood index, ΔQi is the peak outlet discharge difference between 
the base scenario and the simulation when the ith cell unit is removed (in m3/s) and Ai is the cell 
area (if the cell is entirely inside the watershed boundary) or the area of the part of the cell that is 
inside the watershed (for boundary cells). 

In order to identify and quantitatively prioritize FSA for cell units and subwatersheds, a design 
rainfall depth for the 25, 50 and 100 return periods was selected using the intensity– duration– 
frequency (IDF) curve at Aloni station near the watershed centroid assuming the watershed 
concentration time as duration. The spatial distribution of design rainfalls was determined based on 
the correlation between average annual rainfall depth and ground elevation. Therefore, the 
regression equation between the average annual rainfall and elevation was applied on the watershed 
DEM map and was later non- dimensionalized relative to the spatially averaged annual rainfall. 

In order to calculate f, a cell (unit) and particular sub-watershed was disabled while keeping the 
connectivity of the streams intact for the entire model. In the next step, this model was run (without 
the contribution of the cell (unit) and disabled sub- watershed) and the f values for that particular 
cell (unit) and sub- watershed were derived by subtracting the peak flow of the modified model 
from the peak flow of the model that incorporates all cell (unit) and sub- watersheds. The FSA maps 
divided into five classes (Very low, low, moderate, high, very high) based on the f value of each 
return period. Then, the relationship between landuse, hydrologic soil groups and slope percent with 
FSA classes of each return period were identified according to percentage of their areas using the 
intersect table in ArcGIS 9.3 environment.  

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The model simulated the flood hydrograph with high precision with root mean square error, 
efficiency coefficient, and R2 of 1.52, 0.91, and 0.74, respectively. Also, according to the results, 
based on the flood volume relative error, peak discharge, base time, and time to peak, reveals a 
good match between the observed and simulated volumes and flood peaks.  

In Fig. 2 the result of the Raster flood index map of the 100 return period is presented, that 
includes five hazard classes (very low, low, moderate, high, very high). In all return periods, it is 
indicated that the north and north-western parts of the watershed located in the very low and low 
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flood map classes and the south-east and central parts of the watershed located in the very high and 
high flood map classes. 

 

Figure 2. FSA map for 100 -year return period 

The percentage area of different classified FSAs in the slope classes showed considerable 
percentage area of the all flood index classes located in the 0-5 slope class. This result between 
slope classes with FSA is likely to be dependent on slope low in Khanmirza watershed and other 
factors. The intersection results of the classified FSA with the hydrologic soil groups for the 25- and 
50-year return periods indicated that the class D of soil group had the highest contribution (64.78 
percent) in very high class and class B of soil group had the highest contribution in high and very 
low classes in classified FSA. In the case of, the 100-year return period 39.73% of the very high 
class has class B of soil group and also, class B of soil group from 58.1% of the very low class. The 
results of the intersected classified FSA (all return periods) with the land use map showed that in 
the all return periods increase in forest surfaces leads directly to decreased flood, and increase in 
forest-cliff , dryland and range land surfaces leads directly to increased flood. These results indicate 
that there is a certain overlap and congruence between landuse and FSA. In other words, 
proportionately forest-cliff, dryland and range land surfaces located in very high areas of FSA and 
such areas are to be addressed and further prioritized in flood management. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In current study, identify and quantitatively prioritize FSA were quantified for cell units and sub-
watersheds, by applying “Unit Flood Response” method and the relationship among landuse, 
hydrologic soil groups and slope percent with FSA classes was quantified through simulating the 
flood hydrographs of the Khanmirza watershed by using ModClark hydrologic model. Overall, the 
results of model based on comparison between equal-width discharges showed that in validation 
step, the model simulated the flood hydrograph with high precision. Also, results reveal a good 
match between the observed and simulated flood volumes and flood peaks, respectively. Also, the 
results indicated that FSA increases in sub-watersheds from downstream to upstream, whereas, it 
doesn’t follow any distribution in cell units.  
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